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Summer of innovation - Summer employee

I read your advertisement regarding a summer of innovation with great interest. If you are seeking an
undergraduate student with creative thoughts and international experience, please consider my enclosed
resume.
I am studying international business management and I plan to write my thesis in marketing this
coming fall. I have years of experience in banking and administration. I have been working for Nordax
Bank for the past 4 years. I started as a customer service associate and I am currently working as an
underwriting support agent. My current job tasks are personally rewarding as I have become a very
skilled member of the credit evaluation team in a short time. I evaluate the creditworthiness of both
private and corporate customers. Here are some of my competences:
Credit evaluation
Dealing with customers
CRM
Payment protection insurance
Perhaps most importantly, I offer a history of proven results. While studying in Croatia, I received an
excellent review in the course on the Croatian economy with my project paper "Tourism development
strategy for Croatia". I also had excellent results in the “Business Negotiation” class, where I
demonstrated on paper how to implement negotiation strategies to increase sales for a global leader in
household appliances. Given the opportunity, I'm confident in my ability to achieve similar
groundbreaking results while being part of your team.
I would welcome the chance to discuss how I can implement my ideas for your drive to change and
innovate. Feel free to call me on my mobile +99 9999 99999 to arrange a meeting. Lastly, I wish to point
out that, even though I am studying in Sweden, I will not have any problems in finding a house near
Helsinki, since my family live nearby.
I am looking forward to becoming part of your team.
Sincerely,
John Snow
(07.12.1991 USA)

3.5.2016

John Bear
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